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   This summer, the Syracuse group will consist of the following people who will 
concentrate on data analysis: 
PRS 
Alessandra Di Credico, postdoc (arriving promptly, if the INS is willing) 
Al Magri, grad student 
Josh Dalrymple, grad student (definitely in group, likely in data analysis) 
Missy Frei, undergrad 
Ida Bernstein, undergrad 
(Sasha Ageev will continue work on silica Q, but will also do some data-related work) 
 
   In the fall, PRS, Di Credico, Dalrymple, and Ageev are certain to continue; others are 
TBD. 
 
   We propose to work on the following activities: 
 

1) Search for useful vetoes (as well as possibly understanding of coupling 
mechanisms), and determination/limits on the transfer functions between PEM 
channels and AS_Q. 
 
We are aware of these other people who are interested in this problem: DetChar 
Glitch Team co-leaders Erik Katsavounidis and Laura Cadonati, Mike Ashley at 
PSU, and a team of Livingston experts (including Rana, Gaby, and Brian 
O’Reilly.) We look forward to helping with a team effort.  
 
Sasha has been working with Robert Schofield on PEM studies; we hope to 
contribute to the interpretation of that work for the burst search. 

 
2) “Quasi-optimized” search for high frequency (~ 1 kHz) events: We want to 

participate in the attempt to use LIGO data to set the best independent limits on 
events that might be/have been seen by bars. This wave band is also a natural one 
for comparison with results from TAMA, so we hope to contribute to that as well. 
 
It isn’t clear whether SLOPE or POWER is best for this. Perhaps it is a mix, or 
perhaps other ETG’s entirely. We’d like to work with the ETG authors (or 
successor in the case of SLOPE) to do whatever optimization is needed. Then 
we’d like to help follow the events through to an interpreted scientific conclusion. 
We expect that event candidates would be studied by the post-coincidence 
correlation methods that others are developing for S2. 
 
If the TAMA-LIGO team decides to go in this direction, we expect that this work 
will make up part of the LIGO contribution to coincidence studies.  


